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desert was mile upon mile of yellow or pink-grey mud
with faint grey-green mottlings on it. From time to time
one would catch glimpses of hills sticking up out of the
desert like dark cones. The most striking feature of the
desert was perhaps the light-coloured, oval-shaped mud
flats, sometimes I or 2 miles across. The sun got lower
and lower, and the whole desert took on a ruddy hue.
The atmosphere was so clear that the little fluffy strato-
cumulus looked as if it were fastened on to the blue sky.
Just before the sun went down we landed at El Jid, after
dropping a smoke candle to show us the direction of the
wind. We taxied "Valkyrie" and "Aurora" to the
circle; Harris ran up his flag, and in the deep silence of
the desert, we made our evening meaL It seemed like
another world; perhaps like what one may experience in
waking up after death: a feeling of utter aloofness, and
yet of peace. Then we lay down under the wings of the
aircraft and slept.
El Jid to L.G. V. On again In the morning. As the
sun came up over the rim of that quiet mysterious world,
and lit the little stones of the desert, we made tea, and
drank it with relish. The wind had now turned against
us and as it blew from the east we made less headway.
Soon we saw little trails of dust on the track—I thought at
first they were fires burning—and these proved to be
motor-cars dashing across the desert at perhaps 2-mile
intervals. The Damascus Mail reaches sometimes, I
believe, 70 m.p.h. Near the Rutbah Wells we passed
Fahad Beg and his crowd strung over the desert. They
looked like little ants; men, camels, and goat-hide
shelters. We had a W/T message to say that one of
No. 45's Vernons was refuelling at Z.G. V, and when we
arrived, sure enough there it was. There is a sunk petrol

